Reliance Branch Connect

HARNESS THE POWER
OF 4G LTE TO FUEL
BUSINESS GROWTH
Get the advantage of a secure and high-performance
enterprise network virtually anywhere in the country.

With Reliance Branch Connect, India’s first 4G Enterprise VPN Solution, you can quickly extend your Enterprise Private
Network to sites virtually anywhere in the country.
As your business goes looking for newer markets and extends its presence, you don’t have to go looking all over for connectivity. With Reliance
Branch Connect, extending your enterprise network to sites close to customer locations is quick, secure and effortless.
No matter where your customers are located, you DON’T have to be content with unsecured, unreliable and unpredictable connectivity anymore.
Reliance Branch Connect gets your all business locations quickly connected to your enterprise MPLS VPN powered by Reliance's private and secure
network. What’s more, you get enterprise-grade features with the convenience of high-uptime wireless connectivity.

HOW IT WORKS
Reliance Branch Connect offers private and
secure access over the next-gen Reliance
4G network, combining both TDD and FDD
technologies to give a superlative experience
for enterprises. If your Hybrid/ Private/
Public Cloud site is already connected to
Reliance MPLS VPN, all you need for each of
the other sites is a plug-and-play Branch
Connect Smart Router.
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As data traffic is carried over a private MPLS VPN with a dedicated APN for each enterprise customer, it stays secure end to end. The service is
configured so that usage is restricted to business-relevant corporate applications, and is backed by enterprise-grade performance objectives,
reporting, service support and features.
To give your enterprise the power of 4G LTE and get all sites quickly connected to your enterprise private network with Reliance Branch Connect, get
in touch with us today.

KEY FEATURES

KEY BENEFITS

Widest coverage across the country over 4G spectrum
Enterprise-class performance objectives, routing features,
reporting and service support
Multiband enterprise-class wireless router with advanced
security features

Makes expansion quick and easy for businesses, irrespective
of site locations
Gives you complete control over your network and security
Low TCO

Dedicated APN for each enterprise customer

Frees you of security challenges typically associated with
wireless solutions

Simple device management with central management suite

Ease of management and scalability
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